Non/White Women oj the Republic

Same man would learn a good deal
about her in the talk, never altogether
truly, for Melanctha all her life did not
know how to tell a story wholly
She always, and yet not with intention,
managed to leave out big pieces which
make a story very different, for when
it came to what had happened and
what she had said and what it was she
had really dane, Melanctha never
could remember right.
-Gertrude
Stein

My title invokes Linda Kerbers groundbreaking history
Women oj the Republic in order at once to recall and defamiliarize its
categories-to remember this history differently: I want to interrogate further the gendering of republican womanhood by resisting
the self-evidence of "women" as a category of historical analysis, to
ask instead who counts as a woman in this rationalized social and
political order, a question which in more ways than one requires a
calculus of absent and elided bodies. First, because middle-class
white women are precisely un(ac)counted (for) in the republican
symbolic, they represent the unquantifiable, the in-excess of the
representative social body.' For Kerber, notwithstanding republican womens legal invisibility and lack of political representation,
the duties of the republican woman, particularly her status as incull
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cator of civic virtue in her children, constitute a specific form of
participation in the polis. While I would agree that this idealization
of motherhood is central to the constitution of liberal democracy;'
largue that the idealized mother in no sense materializes as a political subject; rather, the white middle-class mother is positioned
at/as the phantasmatic limit of the political order. Second, we need
to think the disappearances that inform the category "women" inasmuch as not all sexed female bodies are gendered feminine. To read
the republican construction of womanhood as unquantifiable is to
read the concept of "women" with and against the legal and econornic determinations of the black womans body, who finds herself the object of the most relentless quantification, against a body
that reduces to an enumeration of commodified functions, that
becomes, in Hortense Spillerss dense and suggestive formulation,
"ungendered." Thus a double disappearance organizes the discourse of republican womanhood: the exclusion of "women" from
the abstract social body, and the exclusion of marked female bodies
from the category "wornen. "
Here my project is to examine this placement of "women" at the
constitutive limit of the political, and of the racialized body at the
constitutive limit of the category "women," in the foundational
discourses of the political orders designers.' Although in the eontext of white womens disenfranchisement
and of black womens
social death, few of the founders' texts have much to say about the
status of either white ar black women as such, I will argue that
these texts delineate and deploy gendered categories of knowledge
and representation.
Moreover, this chap ter is particularly eoncerned with the disposition of white and black womens bodies in
Thomas jeffersons Notes on the State oj Virginia, as a text which
quite explicitly addresses womens place in a naturalized social
order. The Notes simultaneously naturalize womens liminal relation to the legitimate modalities of political agency as the apparent consequence, ar cultural articulation, of the woman's sex,
and invoke race as a category which functions precisely to interrupt the mirror play of the sex/gender couple. In this sense, my
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reading of the Notes invites an understanding
of republican
womanhood significantly different from Kerbers. Rather than a
discourse on gender which simply fails to extend to the black
woman in slavery, so that gender remains thinkable without reference to race (as Kerbers study tends to imply), republican
womanhood stands as a discourse on fernininity which operates
only on condition of the black woman's exclusion. This revision of
republican womanhood demands a shift of critical emphasis, sa
that we interrogate not only how slavery denies black women a
womanhood to which black women naturally have title, but also
how the discursive naturalization of womanhood serves the interests of white supremacist patriarchy As Judith Butler points out,
we need to consider gender not merely as the cultural interpretation of given, ar biological sex, but as "the discursive/cultural
means by which 'sexed nature' ar 'a natural sex' is produced and
established as 'prediscursive,' prior to culture, a politically neutral
surface on which culture acts." To treat the black womans exclusion from the collective body of "womanhood" as a kind of lapse
in the recognition of her natural, or given, sexual identity, is to
miss the import of the way that the condition of the black woman
in slavery throws the contingency of naturalized gender into political relief.'
If, as Hortense Spillers contends, we can speak of gender only
in relation to a gendered subject, so that given the radical objectification of the black man and woman in slavery, the destruction of
the familialldomestic, the "theft of the body itself ... we lose at
least gender difference in the outcome ," it is worth considering
that white supremacist discourse assigns a "sexed nature" to the
"ungendered" body precisely sa as to naturalize this loss. For instance, by inscribing the black woman as a "breeder,' white supremacist discourse produces the body on which motherhood
naturally reduces to the reproduction of property While on the
white womans body the inscription of her "sexed nature" naturalizes a particular gender performance, on the black womans body
her "sexed naturę" functions conversely to Iegitimate her "ungen-
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dering." With respect to the black woman's "naturę" as a commodity, feminine gen der thus becomes a thing to elaim, assume,
or strategically to affect. In this frame, I will argue that the anxiety
which disorders ]efferson's text develops from the difficulty not
only of refusing to the black woman the "natural'' privileges of her
sex, but of confining to the black woman's bodyalone the spectaele of a merely contingent femininity. For ]efferson, this amounts
to preventing its migration by keeping the black woman's body
out of the cultural discourse. Finding her way nonetheless into jefferson's text, in the complexly liminal form of a black "albino," a
non/white woman on the boundary of "her" own (un)making, she
elaims a place in my text as the first in a series of women whose
boundary crossings call into question what and where "women"
are said to be.
I advance this reading of the Notes as part of a larger contention,
then, crucial to this book as a who le , that the understanding
of
femininity/motherhood
as limit, variously and richly engaged in a
number of contemporary critical registers,? can only be politicaUy
adequate if pursued in tandem with an interrogation into the
limits of femininity/motherhood-into
motherhood as a historical
discourse. A (re)valorization of motherhood as essentially liminal
to symbolic order in no way displaces what this limit centers. The
mothers liminality, her location at/as the origin, or pre-text, of the
individuated (acculturated) subject, needs to be thought historicaUy,as contingent on the emergence of a specifically modern subjectivity, constituted in democratic representation and bourgeois
sociality. Furthermore, in order to think liminal motherhood historically, we need also to (rejthink this dehistoricization
of the
white matemai body (as what is prior to acculturation) in relation
to the commodification
of the African-American
reproductive
body. Thus my aim is emphatically not to suggest an analogy on
the model of "[ust as white women are debarred from the political,
black women are debarred from white womanhood"-an
analogy
which precisely reproduces a hierarchy of racial and sexual difference. On the contrary, I wish to explore the political and affective
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Speaking Wholly: The Politics of Closure

It is certainly not anovel observation that the bourgeois rationalization of social and political relations comprehended under the
term "liberalism" transpires differently in Europe than in the United
States, where the discourses of liberal democracy more effectively
reduce the modalities of oppositional politics and restrict the range
of intelligible dissent." In what has become the traditional account
of this disparity, the consolidation of the political field in the United
States is ascribed to Americas elision of history, to the absence of
the pre-existing class antagonisms that characterized contemporary
European societies, an absence which constitutes, so this polemic
goes, the decisive circumstance of the nations founding. Thus Myra
Jehlen, in American Incarnation (1986):
In Europe, when Natural Law theorists such as Locke and Rousseau
contended that the natural sanctity of the individual and the equally
natural equipoise of the market dictated a democratic system of government based on contracts and laws, they were inevitably conscious, even
as they appealed to nature, of the historical context of preexisting alternative forms [ l [In contrastl Arnerica was an avatar of the world prior
to feudalism
Responding only to nature (as it had no history),
American civilization remained at one with it and embodied natures
laws organically, as the adult embodies the child rather than as a painting represents the landscape .... And in the reconciled natural civilization that once and for all transcended the old worlds successive
dialectical comprornises, [the European immigrantl assumed a natural,
therefore absolute and not politically disputable dominion. "

In one possible reading of this comparative analysis-if we read it
as a critical analysis-Jehlen calls for a dismantling of "America,"
as this dangerously compelling phantasm of a space outside of history, in which the ideological categories of Enlightenment political
theory pretend to transcend their historical determinations. Elsewhere, however, jehlens tersely rendered premise forecloses on
this interpretation of her argument; as the historical blank slate on

which to inscribe the "absolute dominion" of the Western self,
"America" assumes for her the status of an objectively given space:
"[Tjhe decisive factor shaping the founding conceptions of
'America' and 'the American' was material rather than conceptual;
rather than a set of abstract ideas, the physical fact of the eontinent."15 From this perspective, the material would stand in
opposition to the conceptual in the mode of given "fact" to
"abstraction," as though the determination of the factual was not
precisely alabor of conceptualization, a function of historically
situated categories of knowledge. As dehistoricized matter is here
made to originate the concept of "America," the Western self falls
in love with its image all over again-a narrative which in this
retelling no longer serves to legitimate the subjugation and genocide of non-Western peoples, but only because it seems to posit
them as always already deleted. At the very least, jehlens literalizing construction of such a "reconciled natural civilization"
expunges the Native American, whose presence fractures the myth
of "Americas" pre-symbolic integrity; and the African, whose
forced labor betrays the all tOGplainly interested construction of
American nature as exploitable resource, as the soil of capitalist
expansion."
What strikes me in jehlens argument as the highly problematic
remystification of "America" in one sense at least points less to a
critical failure of imagination on jehlens part than to her success;
the difficulty here lies with the very concept of an American Incarnation, which jehlen inherits from the "Exceptionalisr'' cnncal
tradition and elaborates only tOGeloquently. Such a concept serves
to occlude both the violence to the material world of the white
rnans conceptualization of it (where thev'material'' is understood
as neither abstraction, nor "physical fact," but as the historically
contingent conditions of existence ofhuman and non-human life),
and the presence of multiple forces of actual and potential resistance that make "America" at its origins a contested zone. The apparent capacity of American liberal democracy to consume
heterogeneous futures so that, in jeffersons formulation, if any
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transgress the law, "their acts shall become nullities?" nei.ther requires nor even implies the absence of historically determmed resistance." The very excessiveness of liberalorder
as ]efferson
represents it, where transgression annuls itself in its encounter
with the law and the ground of radical political contestanon recedes, etemally, to the horizon," suggests instead that the specific
historical conditions of Americas colonization engender an all too
disturbing set of insurrectionary possibilities, which results in a
particularly violent policing of political bor.ders. From this perspective it may appear that the American political order concerves
itself not on the compliant body of American nature but on particularly divided terrain.
.
Marxist critique has often and productively explamed the evacuation of contingent material, or "content," which in]ehlen'~ argument represents the condition of the political orders foundatlOn,. as
an eJJect of a closed, or totalizing, rationalism. As Georg Lukacs
notes "it is elear what the problem of the actually given means for
rationalism: viz. that it cannot be left to its own being and existence for in that case it would remain ineluctably 'contingent.'
lnstead' it must be wholly absorbed into the rational system of the
concepts of the understanding. "20 lronically, ]ehlen would no doubt
embrace Lukacss analysis (elsewhere she does so explicitly); she
ostensibly respects (in fact privileges) the (f)actual as that which
exceeds its determination by the bourgeois "concept." However, In
jehlens construction, we find the (f)actual precisely divest~d of its
historical contingency, so as not to contradiet but to solicit its own
reduction under the rationalists inelusive gaze. Thus the "actually
given" appears to hand us ready-made the ver:. thing that i,; by
definition overflows-the
abstract categories of Natural Law.
Yet the crucial Marxist insight into the operations of bourgeois
rationalism lies in attributing rationalisms omnivorousness,
its
trademark negation of its own partiality, not to a disposition on the
part of the material consumed, but to the irrationality of ratl~nal
system itself. As Theodor Adomo observes, a ra~ional order p.osl~ed
as universal must also, impossibly, encompass ItS own extenor.

Out of itself, the bourgeois ratio undertook to produce the order it had
negated outside itself. Once produced, however, that order ceased to be
an order and was therefore insatiable. Every system was su ch an order,
such an absurdly rational product; a posited thing posing as being-initself. lts origins had to be place d into formaI thought divorced from
content; nothing else would let it control the materiał."

In order to posit a contingent thing as "being-in-trself," to effect
the systems colonization of what is definitionally outside its borders, the Founding Fathers mus t derive it whole, as a system, or
logic of representation, abstracted from what it systematizes/represents-in
a gesturę Jacques Derrida aligns not with Americas
ahistoricity but with the temporality of the written decIaration, of
22
a textual founding.
In other words, the rational totalization of
the political field depends on a system of representation
eonceptually autonomous from the particular subjects whose political representation
it supposedly assures. The particularized,
or
embodied, subject remains as su ch unrepresentable; the subjects
specificity is precisely what is voided in his accession to the status
of cinzen>
As The Federalist insists, the constitution which recognizes the
rights and obligations of citizenship has a minima I positive content.
Rather than a compendium oflaws for the determination of particular individual and institutional prerogatives and restraints, the force
of which would reside in its exhaustive consideration of specific
eventualities, the Constitution fumishes principles designed exactly to prevent the incursion oj the particular, to render al! possible
ontestatory actions decipherable within the elassifications of
liberalorder itself (even, indeed especiaIly, those oppositional acts
f which the founders carmor conceive), and thus reducible in and
I the logic of the very system whose legitimacy would be in eont ntion. In James Madisons elaboration, constitutionaIly
vested
p wer functions to uphold itself, as the limit of the representable.>
Had the convention attempted a positive enumeration of the powers
necessary and proper for carrying their [the governing bodies] other
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powers into effect, the attempt would have involved a complete digest
of laws on every subject to which the Constitution relates, accommodated too not only to the existing state of things, but to al! the posslble

changes which futurity may produce.

[... 1 Had they attempted to enumerate the particular powers or means
not necessary or proper for carrying the general powers mto execunon,
the task would have been no less chimerical; and would have been hable
to this further objection, that every defect in the enumeration would
have been equivalent to a positive grant of authority.
[ ... 1 No axiom is more clearly established in law, or in reason, than that
wherever the end is required, the means are authorized; wherever a general
power to do a thing is given, every particular power necessary for domg
it is included."

An enumeration, or digest, of political powers would inevitably
particularize the institutional bodies it defines and thus produce a
merely partialiegal and political formanon. In the attempt to
specify the innumerable transgressions of the law with which the
law is a priori commensurate, the founders would produce a more
or less incomplete catalogue that only misconstrues the object it
describes. Rather than specify the laws domain, in a gesture which
necessarily circumscribes it, the founders frame the l~w as the rational determination of the unspecifiable. The law pohces the limit
of the representable by abstracting the unrepresentable as a category of legal knowledge, to become Adomes "absurdly r:tlonal
product," a system that appropriates its own beyond. From out of
itself,' rational system "produces" its excess as its concept, as the
infinitely capacious body of "all the possible changes which futurity may produce," and on which liberalorder concerves its transhistorical identity.
Liminal Womanhood and Diffusive Sympathy

If material life in its contingency crosses and exceeds rational
categories of distinction, rational order produces the material
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(from "out of itself") as an unspecifiable whole. Madisons delneation of legitimate political acts reduces particular oppositionalactions and eventualities to the unrepresentable totality of "all...
possible" oppositional acts, in and against which the law derives
itself as a universal discourse. Here I want to consider how thectitique of American political order makes visible the relation between a specifically political category of unrepresentable prospects
and the white female body. The project is to think the relation between femininity and the unrepresentable historically not as a
function of wornens relation to the symbolic but as a function of
their relation to historically specific symbolic organizations; to one
marked, in this instance, by the disavowal of its own partiality by
the elevation of fetishism to the status of a culturallogic. In this
section, I situate in the discourse of sympathy a historicalIy specifie convergence of femininity and the unrepresentable to suggest
that democratic culture domesticates the infinitely large and forffiless figure of "all ... possible" nonrational forms and affinitiesin
the body of the white middle-class mother.
Of course, the maternal body as such does not figure in the
founders' explicitly political discourse, which addresses the rights
and obligations of (white male) citizenship under the law.26 Butif
it is not possible to produce evidence for this politicized undetstanding of motherhood in the founders' texts, it is possible to
trace an analogy between the configuration of the nonrational in
Madisons scripting of the political and the configuration of rhe
matemaI body in the bourgeois scripting of the subject. The connection finds support in Madisons use of the term "sympathy" a
term encoded in contemporary American seduction novels aSa
specificalIyjeminine!maternal medium.
On the same principIe, the more multitudinous a representative assembly
may be rendered, the more it will partake of the infirmities incident to
collective meetings of the people. Ignorance will be the dupe of cunning,
and passion the slave of sophistry and declamation. The people can never
err more than in supposing that by multiplying their representanves
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beyond a certain limit they strengthen the barrier against the govemment
of a few. Experience will forever admonish them that, on the contrary,

espouse, I read the exclusion of women from political representatron, and their legal incapacity to form contractua1 relations, as an
index to the 100ic of Amen
c
d.
..
.
.
o·
encan roun atronalrst dlscourse: insofar as
whit« womens socia1 presence reduces to the pure1y affeetive
early ~ational.cult~re successfully produces the white fema1e bod;
frorn out of itself as the sensationalized trace of a rationalized
materiality. Likewise, in Kerbers view, the socia1 idealization of the
mother-chi1d bond enab1es wornenj, civic participation in a domesnc register. But if disenfranchised republican wornen are not
slmp1y or effectually ejected frorn public life, white women s accession to a socially affective corporeality 1eaves at best uncertam
their relauon to politica1 agency.

aJter securing a suf.fieient number Jor the purposes oj saJety, oj loeal inJormation, and oj difJusive sympathy with the whole society, they will counteract
their Own views by every addition to their representatives. The countenance of the govemment may become more democratic, but the soul that
animates it will be more oligarchie."

A representative body that too exactly coincides with the accumulated bodies of the people represented curiously loses its status as
a democratic representation of "the people"-loses
its connection
to "the whole society." The constitutive logic of this social whole
should be familiar: as a rational entity, "the whole society" mus t
encompass the unrepresentable
materiality of the social body.
Significantly, however, the representative here "produces" the
unrepresentable (from "out of itself") in the form of affect, or "sympathy"; "the people" as a material community are absorbed into
the democratic social whole as a sensation of connection engendered in the abstraet body of "the representative assembly" In this
context, We need to (rejthink the identification of reproductive
femininity with sympathy in the early national cultural imaginary.
Most prorninently, it is the sentimental discourse of the novel
which thematizes and mobilizes this notion of sympathetie
motherhood. But my point is that the sentimental representation
of motherhood needs to be sited as articulating a logic endemie to
the period of national founding; and as eodifying an understanding of the reproduetive (white) female body widely central to
the representation of bourgeois subjectivity, up to and including
psychoanalysis.28
That is, I want to insist on the speeifically nationalist resonanee
of the term "sympathy": while women are excluded from political
representation,
the maternal body acquires an essentially social
affect." To say this is to assert both more and less than do es Linda
Kerber on the measure of women's inclusion in the polis. Whereas
Kerber reads womens disenfranchisement
as a regrettable inconsistency, as the founders' betrayal of the democratic prineiples they
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I want to insist, as well, on the centrali ty of symparhetic, or af~ectlve, motherhood to the structure of bourgeois identity-to
tnsisr that reproduetive femininity is consistent1y reduced to afIective corporeahty m bourgeois discourses on the subject. Such a
reduction informs, for examp1e, Freuds famous articulation of
(masculine) subjectivity in the fort/da game, as forged in ironie
mastery over the mothers loss. Freudx construction of maternal
presence as whar is originally lost to the individuated subject
equates her presenee with fuli presence, and 50 (disjplaces the
mother~chl1d relation mto the register of the phantasmanc: by
ldentlfymg the mother with the possibility of integra1 being, Freud
(re)sltuates her as an affecting absence, as a yearning for
deathJcomp1etron, m the individuated subject. The motber thus
assumes the same postnon in Freuds narrative of the subject as
does the who1e society in Madisons narrative of the democranc
natron, with the difference that Freud recognizes, as Madison does
not, the mcommensurability of differentiation (ar life) and closure.
Mor.eover, Freuds understanding of materna1 presence as what is
ongmally losr finds its popular echo in the sentimental bildungsroman, and the genres thematic of the motherless (orphaned)
child.
a.

The eonnection I arn sketching here, between a certain eonceptron of affective motherhood on the one hand (one which
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turns decisively on the mothers absence from the damain af
subjectivity, her status as anterior to the sacial symbolic), and a
lagic af demacratic representation on the other, finds interesting
canfirmatian in Philippe Lacoue-Labarthe's and ]ean-Luc Nancy's
co-authared essays on rhe clasure af the palitical field in contemporary liberal demacracies. The main cancern of these essays
is with the caraUary, ar effect, of such closure which the authars
describe as "le retrait du politique," the withdrawal "of the palitical itself, as a specific dimension, or as the dimension of a specific
alterity?" Lacoue-Labarthe and Nancy discern a dauble exigency
in the face af this withdrawal. In Nancy Fraser's summary af their
argument, "the clasure af the palitical ... requires us to think the
re-trait in two senses: first, as a withdrawal on our part from the
blinding self-evidence af the palitical, which marks our confinement in its closure; and secand, as a retracing of the political Irorn
the standpoint af its essence."31 This essence-or
"specific alterity"-af
the political assumes for Lacaue-Labarthe and Nancy
a variety af different guises (amon g other things, the essence af
the palitical is "philosaphy"-hence
their call to specificaUy
"philasophical research" on palitical order)." But in at least rwo of
its determinatians,
the essence af the political converges with
what l have caUed the unrepresentable in/af the democratic symbolic. First, the alterity af the palitical consists for LacaueLabarthe and Nancy in "a relation of the community to itself
where it can present or represent for itself its common being as
SUCh."33In this sense, the essence af the palitical is "the unity, the
totality, and ... the effective manifestation af the cammunity," a
cammunal "rotality" which (l have argued) finds its purely affective manifestatian
in Madisan's conceptian of a representative
body." Second, their discussian af community and "the social
band" [le lien social] brings them home, via the questian of the
subject, to the place

ot the

mather:

We will eontent ourselves today with underscoring this: if the "social
bond" constitutes a veritable question-and,
by the same token, consti-

tutes a limit-question-for
Freud, it is insofar as the given [socia!] relation (we want to say: the relation such as, after all, Freud gives it to himself, such as he presupposes it, he too, like all of philosophy), the relation
between a subject and subjectivity itself in the figure of the father implies, at the origin or in the guise of an origin, the birth (or, precisely, the
gift) of this relation. And such a birth implies the withdrawal of what is
neither subject, nor object, nor figure, and that one can, provisionaUy or
m the mterest of simplicity, cali "the mother." Behind the political (if one
must identify it with the Father), stands "the mother.""

Here the "effective manifestation" af the social bond, that is to say,
af the commururys relatian to itself, is withdrawn inta the farmless non-figure of the rnother, who incarparates the essential alterity of the subject with respect to the palitical order."
l am interested in this formulation for its peculiar capitulation
to the lagic af a clasure that it is precisely the writers' project to
query. While acknawledging
the palitical character of what is
withdrawr: from the tatalized palitical field, they elect to engage
this matenal as essence, to valorize its exteriority to the damain of
liberal democratic politics: the alterity af the palitical thus remains
extrinsic to the scene of its production-extrinsic
to the discursive
order that produces it as other. But inasmuch as the mothers essential exteriority to the zane af subjectivity is a function of a
specific logic of representatian,
to retrace the subject from the
s.tandpaint of this maternal body is to rediscover the subject of
hberal demacratic discourse, rather than to cantest the determinatians of the subject within a totalized political system. Instead,
l wauld suggest that aur withdrawal from the "blinding selfevidence" af the political anclJar of "the subject" requires our crinque af the mothers pasition as essence. The problematic af
essential or originary matherhood emerges in the authors telling
choice af the lacution "behind" to designate the mothers place.
This locution draws incongruously
on the famaus freudian archaeological model (and its equation af the maternal with the
Minoan). But the passibility, implicit in the term "behind," af disinterring and recuperating something prior to representatian is ex-
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actly what Lacoue-Labarthe and Nancy reject. On the contrary,
they emphasize that what has been withdrawn "perhaps in fact
never took place.'?' and that (consequently) there can be no question of simply exiting the political from its withdrawal (restoring
us to a logic of full presence), only of engaging its alterity in a
marmer that refuses any (new) foundationalist project." As Nancy
Fraser observes, the authors themselves strangely withdraw from
what such a project seems to entail-the
engagement of this alterity at the level of contingent political relations.: "When the~
problematize the contemporary truism that 'everythmg 15 political
and suggest instead that 'behind the political (if it must be identified with the Father), lies the mother,' Nancy and Lacoue-Labarthe
at ance gesture at and recoil from questions naw being posed by
Western feminists ... [The current wave of feminist scholarship]
remains engaged while problematizing extant concepts and institutions of the political and avoids the snares of transcendentahsm
by incorporating empirical and normative elements into its philosophical critique. "39 The feminist scholarship on which LacoueLabarthe and Nancy might productively draw, m other words,
resists the lure of the transcendent to produce the maternal and/ar
the alterity of the political not as essence but as the possibility of
a transformative politics.

"Women" on the Verge
In other words, Lacoue-Labarthe and Nancy fail to engage the
mother as the "non-figurę" of apolitical alterity produced from
"out of" liberal democracy-whose
essentialization as the difference of this closed political order from itself only supports the
legie of closure. More usefully, we can engage the closure of the
political field, and the mothers relation to subjectivity, by locatmg
her "non-figurę" with respect to other (con)figurations of motherhood. jeffersons representation of black albina women sites the
limit of essentialized motherhood on the commodified body of

the female slave. On the bodies of these women, who fall outside
the discourse of the gender that they wear (in the form of whiteness) , the coherence of feminine gender is compromised and the
discursive space of motherhood decolonized, reclaimed as a locus
of contestatory representations.
These women make their appearance in the Notes as mute figures, a designated "anomaly of nature," wedged between an entry
on native birds and remarks on the importation of the honey bee.
They are as such less the agents of resistance than an emblem of
.Ieffersons dis-ease. But despite their status in the Notes as silenced
and objectified figures, I would argue that they display an irreducible material remainder of the rationalized black body." The
wornens resistance to the rationalists consuming gaze is encoded
in the "perpetual tremulous vibration" of their eyes: they neither
submit to .Ieffersons gaze (as objects), nor seek to return it on its
own terms (as the subjects in and of rational discourse). Instead
they suspend the dialectic, refusing both subjection and rational
subjectivity, maintaining a flickering presence in the text that permanently eludes the logic of .Ieffersons representation. From this
perspective, their appearance in the Notes (published in 1787, the
same year as publication of the The Federalist commenced)" places
resisting bodies at the scene of the nations founding and thus
serves to remind us that the erection of democratic order does not
whatever else, occur in the historical non-space of Amencan
"Naturę."
The black albina wornens appearance in the Notes needs to be
read in the context of .Ieffersons refusal to think the category of
black womanhood, and thus, by extension, against the schema of
gender and race which urges this deletion. In .leffersons analyses
of both Euro-American and Native American identity, gender relations are made to function as a template of cultural advancement.
That is, ]efferson deduces from the organization of gender relations a cultures proximity to natures legitimating norms. Thus, in
his account, the white rnans treatment of the white woman
reveals his regard for her "natura] equality," while the Native
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American man asserts the right of "the stronger sex" to simply
"impose on the weaker" (Notes 60). TypicalIy, jefferson cannot
quite sustain this specious argument, which runs afoul of its obviously partial construction of "naturę"; but what concerns me for
the moment is less the instability of what jefferson claims about
gender organization than the simple contrast between his insistence on genders significance to an analysis of Euro- and Native
American identity, and his erasure of gen der from the body of the
African-American. In his infamous evaluation of PhylIis Wheatley,
for instance, whose poetry he cites as evidence of the AfricanAmericans defielent achievement, jefferson speaks only to a racial
incapacity for cultural refinement-even
though, on his own
terms, it would seem only "natural" to inquire whether authorship is an appropriate ambition for women. jeffersons refu sal to
consider what is proper to black womanhood tacitly ac knowledges the white mans delegitimation of patriarchal gender norms
in the legal determination of the slaves body: unlike either white
or Native American men as jefferson represents thern,? black men
in slavery do not determine the condition of "their female" (Notes
139). It is the white man who exerts ownership of the black
female body; and, as Hortense Spillers has argued, given the theft
of the black body in slavery, gen der as such is no longer proper
to it. Always ambivalent, jefferson sometimes verges on querying
the condition of the black man in slavery. For example, he suddenly retreats from the proposition of the black mans inferiority
lest "our conclusion ... degrade a whole race of men from the
rank in the scale of beings which their Creator may perhaps have
given them" (Notes 143). But the dominant impuls e of the Notes
is plainly to occlude the white mans role in the degradation of the
"race," in the dispossession
of the black man and the black
woman alike through their construction as property, and in the
displacement of patriarchal gender from black bodies, which at
once folIows and (retroactively) authorizes this construction." In
his account of the African-American, jefferson omits to consider
gender, acknowledging that to pursue the topie is dangerously to
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body's forced ungendering moves at the same time to (re)contain
the black body within a logic of Euro-American gender. In a
strangely conceived formulation, ]efferson returns proprietorship
of the black woman to the black man, in order to demonstrate
how the black mans own sexed nature delegitimates his claim to
patriarchal masculinity While in jeffersons analysis the black
man's sexuality unmans him, gender nevertheless becomes, for
the moment, a template of the condition of the race: black men
are "more ardent after their fernale,"]efferson remarks, "but love
seems with them to be more an eager desire, than a tender delicate mixture of sentiment and sensation" (Notes 139). AUuding to
black mens want of "tender .. sentiment" toward "their female,"
]efferson implicitly assigns a feminine affectivity to the black
"fernale," whom we must therefore understand as eliciting such
"delicacy";masculine consideration becomes, in this phrasing, the
black womans "natura]" due. By feminizing the black woman,
]efferson borders on exposing the thing that will not bear SCTUtiny: the white mans relation to the black woman and/as a history
of violation." Inasmuch as her claim to "tender ... sentiment"
transforms the black "female" into a woman, the white mans
institutionalized rape of the black female turns from a legalized
property relation into a contingent power relation (unsanctioned
by naturallaw).
If ]efferson wanders between the poles of reducing the black
body to the status of a radicaUyunknowable objeet, or reinvesting
it with a destabilizing gendered affectivity;the portrait of the black
albino women speaks to and amplifies both impulses. I cite it here
in fuU.
To this catalogue of aur indigenous animals, I will add a short account
of an anomaly of nature, taking place sometimes in the race of negroes
brought from Africa, who, though black themselves, have in rare instances, white children, called Albinos. I have known four of these
myself, and have faithful accounts of three others. The circumstances in
which al! the individuals agree are these. They are of a pallid cadaverous
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white, untinged with red, without any coloured spots ar seams; their
hair of the same kind of white, short, coarse, and curled as is that of the
negro; all of them well formed, strong, healthy, perfect in their senses,
except that of sight, and bom of parents who had no mixture of white
blood. Three of these Albinos were sisters, having twa other fuli sisters,
who were black. The youngest of the three was killed by lightning, at
twelve years of age. The eldest died at about 27 years of age, in chi/dbed, with her second chi/d. The middle one is naw alive in health, and
has issue, as the eldest had, by a black man, which issue was black. They
are uncommonly shrewd, quick in their apprehensions and in reply.
Their eyes are in a perpetual tremulous vibration, very weak, and much
affected by the sun; but they see better in the night than we do. Theyare
of the pro perty of Col. Skipworth, of Cumberland. The fourth is a negra
woman, whose parents came from Guinea, and had three other chi/dren,
who were of their own colour. She is freckled, her eye-sight sa weak that
she is obliged to wear a bonnet in the summer; but it is better in the
night than day. She had an Albina chi/d by a black man. It died at the
age of a few weeks. These were the property of Col. Carter, of Albemarle.
A sixth instance is a woman of the property of Mr. Butler, near Petersburgh. She is stout and robust, has issue a daughter, jet black, by a black
man. I am not informed as to her eye sight. The seventh instance is of a
male belonging to Mr. Lee, of Cumberland. His eyes are tremulous and
weak. He is of tall stature, and naw advanced in years. He is the only
male of the Albinos which have come within my information. Whatever
be the cause of the disease in the skin, ar in its colauring matter, which
produces this change, it seems more incident to the female than male
sex. To these I may add the mention of a negro man within my own
knowledge, bom black, of black parents; on whose chin, when a boy, a
white spot appeared. This continued to increase till he became a man,
by which time it had extended over his chin, lips, one cheek, the under
jaw and neck on that side. It is of the Albina white, without any mixture
of red, and has for several years been stanonary He is robust and
healthy, and the change of colaur was not accompanied with any sensible disease, either general ar topical. (Notes 70-71)

On the black albino body, race undergoes a radical derationalization; black albinoism may be read here as the production of
whiteness from "out of" blackness. In this frame, blackness ex-
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ceeds its legal determination, as that which follows solely from the
condition of the mother." Thus, in order to authenticate the existence of the black albino-to disallow the common explanation
for the origin ofthe light-skinned slave-]efferson must introduce
a prohibited genealogy into his account of the black albina body.
Only by addressing the question of paternity, and permitting black
fatherhood to signify, can ]efferson allay the suspicion that these
black "albinos" are no more than the peculiar progeny of a white
father and a black mother. To identify the body that is neither
white, nor black, but non/white is to document an identity systematically erased from the body of the captive black. The
non/white subject is defined in terms of the black kinship structures which are at the same time lost to her by virtue of her continuing status as property-the identity of her owner remains as
important as her parentage to jeffersons authentication of the
black albinos existence.
Simultaneously constituted as a nameless (numbered) commodity and a social subject (within an illicit black kinship
system), the black albina woman accedes, but only partially, to a
gendered identity-which she thereby renders visible in its partiality, as a posited ar constructed category. This effect is perhaps
most striking in the case of the fourth woman]efferson describes.
Pale, freckled, shielded with a bonnet from the sun, the fitting
subject [ar the cameo ar miniature over which the sons and
daughters of sentimental fiction shed their abundant tears, she
poses in a gender of which her "blackness" divests her. In contrast
to the non/white man, whose patchwork body appears in barely
stabilized flux, the fourth albina woman remains frozen in a posture of affecting frailty.But her identification with the permanence
of the liminal white mother, a figure always beyond the operation
of history and representatian, only speaks to the temporailass of
her child even before its death, as to the lass of herself and her
mate, all "the property of Col. Carter." Acceding to a white Ieminine affect, the fourth woman delegitimates the theft of her body,
her childs body, and its fathers; at the same time, her accession to

maternal affectivity denaturalizes white motherhood. The ineffable
~xpresslOnof the sentimenral mother here becomes a transgressive
ook, a contestatory corporeal style. On the boundary between
wom:n and object, mother and breeder, shehistoricizes "womanhood and/as the ,~extof her (un)making. Signifying against the
gram of a rational account[ing] , "shee gives
oi us h er Istory m
'. pieces.
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The "we" of the declaration [of independence]
speaks "in the name of the people." But this
people does not exist. They do not exist as an
entity, it does not exist, beJore this declaration,
not as sucho If it gives birth to itself, as free and
independent subject, as possible signer, this
can hold only in the act of the signature. The
signature invents the signer. This signer can only
authorize him or herself to sign once he or she
has come to the end [parvenu au vout], if one can
say this, of his or her own signature, in a sort of
fabulous retroactivity
-Jacques Derrida
[The] melodramatic weepie is the genre
that seerns to endlessly repeat our melancholie
sense of the loss of origins-impossibly
hoping
to return to an earlier state which is perhaps
most fundamentally represented by the body of
the motber.
-Linda

Williams

Some time after the publication of Susanna Rowsons popular novel Charlatte TempIe (1791), a tombstone inscribed with the
title characters name was erected in Trinity Churchyard in Ne'Y
York City. If, as Leslie Fiedler suggests, a certain Charłotte Stanley
furnished the inspiranon for Rowsons sentimental heroine, the
grave of Charlottes embodied original had no attraction for the

novelj, readers, who Ilocked instead to Charłotte Ternples romb,
to the extra-textual marker of this textual bodys remains. l Indeed,
for a more than a cen tury they littered rhe gravesite with Iocks of
hair, ashes of love letters and f1owers, and in the words of one late
nineteenth-century
witness to the scene, kept "the turf over Charlotte TempIe ... fresh with falling tears."
.
But what exactly should we say has been interred beneath this
monument-what
kind of body inhabits Charłotte Temp Ies' grave.7
With this gesturę of memorialization, the builders of the grave 51multaneously retrieve a body from the rext and rnark its lass. By
encrypting Charłotte, they produce her body as lost; in other
words, they site a body in excess of its discursive articulatlOns,. but
only as the object of the mourners' melancholic identification.
This chap ter will read Char/otte TempIe from the vantage of the
churchyard scene in order to interrogate rhe novels production of
this pre- or post-textual body, and the nonlinear temporahty m
which its fabrication of an "original" Char/atte transpires.
The epigraphs to this chapter should suggest the political and
cultural contexns) in which the novels temporality interests me.
On the one hand, I align Char/atte TempIe with what Lmda
Williams identifies as the constitutive belatedness of melodrarna,
and the phantasm of origins it inscribes on the maternal body ' In
. this respect, the temporality of my own analysis is prospective, 10cating Charlotte TempIe in relation to a genre that-parucularły
m
its nondramatic inflection as the sentimenral novel-flounshes
m
the United States toward the middle of the nineteenth century. On
the other hand, I move to juxtapose Oiariotte TempIe and indeed,
by implication, the temporality of nineteenth and twenueth century melodrama, with what Jacques Derrida has termed. the
"fabulous retroactivity" of democratic foundation; with a logic of
politicallegitimation
that makes "the people" at once the Justification for and the result of national autonomy; with a practice of rextual self-invention that negates the histoncal contingenc~ of the
new political order.' I want to suggest how melodrarnas commemoration of the loss of origins might be read. not only as ltself
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rehearsing a certain foundationalist
the founders' disavowal of history
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legie, but also as contesting

Charlatte Tempie recovers the alterity of his tory-his tory as the
possibility of ałternanve futures-in
the form of what has been
los t. Specifically, rhe novel makes visible the existence of those
dominant class interests which prę-extst and inform the construction of "the people." It identifies as a class the white, propertyowning men whose particular interes ts the founding texts of the
United States make over into "the general interest"-and
thus
wrenches the category of the "generał" from their grasp.' In this
context, Derridas equivocation about the gender of the selfemancipating signer is astonishing: by equivocating on this point,
he reconstitutes the very fable he is in the process of undoing and
legitimates the fiction of the signers spontaneous self-generation.
His equivocation rhus participates in the erasure of the history of
pre-existing social relations that determine who accedes to the
status of signatory in the first place. These pre-existing relations
establish the white mans privilege as signer, his self-abstraction as
a metonymy of "the people" in whose name he signs; and eonversely, the existing structure of power is de termin ing for the
status of non-ma le and non-white bodies as hopelessly particularized, inadequate to rhe function of signatory, or citizen, because irreducible to the white masculine generic." I will argue that
Charlotte Tempie at once acknowledges and resists this cultural
legie of representation that renders white middle-class women unrepresentative of "the general interest." To the extent that it resists,
the novel (rejconstitutes them as apolitical body-which
is to say
that it retraces the limits of the representable.
The novel reflects on its own transgressive project in the form
of an ostensibly positivist claim to historical authenticity. Although
the subtitle to Charlatte Tempie, "A Tale of Truth," functions most
obviously to defend against the moralists conventional accusation-that
the novel as a genre glamorized seduction-it
serves
more subtly to redefine the possibilities of representing women in
an order that denies rheir political representability. Contemporary
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criticism of the novel hinged on the juxtaposition of its pemicious
. fiuence On the female reader to the benign effects Olston
Eh'
cal
m
reading. As critics such as Benjamin Rush and Timothy Dwight
contended,
this impressionable reader would be unable to distance herself from the examples of fallen womanhood she en:
countered
in the novel form. "What can the reader expect.
laments DWight, "after having resided so long in novels, but rhat
Iortunes, and villas, and Edens, will spring up every where In her
progress through life, to promote her enjoyment. She has read herself into a heroine, and is fairły entitled to al! the appendages of
this character. "7 On the contrary, immoral feminine eonduet as
represented in historical narratives effectively deterred the reader
Irom emulation. Thus when Mercy Otis Warren, echoing rhese
male authorities
on the subiect of female education, exhorts
.
'n
wornen to pur aside al! "booksJ that have not a rendency to InStI
lessons of vinue," she go es on in the same breath to enjoin the
reading of "authentic history, which is now written in a style
equally elegant to the many volumes of romance, which in the
present age croud around the public.:"
..
While in one sense Rowsons assertion of the novels histoncity
concedes to its moral critics "authennc historyl's]" superiority, in
anocher sense it Contests their alignment of representable fernininity with the singular historical figure, with the woman whose
very place in the historical record attests to her eccentricity. If a
historical model for Charłotte existed, then she was, like Charłotte,
marked out precisely by her lack of singularity; by her resemblance
to a character in a seduction novel, her status as a generic figure.
Leslie Fiedler observes as much about the historical Charłotte
Stanley; on whom Rowson was said to have modelled her heroine,
quipping that the author of Clarissa had of course "invented ...
[Charłotte Stanleysllife before she managed to live it." Insofar as
the paradigmatic Charłotte has been divested of the histoncal
womans distinctiveness, Rowsons claim to historical authenticity
remains disingenuous: Charłottes "tale" is "true," but only because
"trurh'' now lies outside Dwights ideology of history Rather than
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claim morality for the novel, Rowson moves to establish a competing pedagogical code.
As in fact the churchyard spectaele suggests, Charłotte compels
the very attachment Dwight attributes to the seduction novels
heroine, if not precisely for the reasons he identifies. While
Dwight looks to the material pleasures of a kept womans existence
to explain the readers attraction to a woman such as Charłotte, an
attraction, he seems to surmise, that cannot be explained in terms
of her vacuous character, I argue to the contrary that Charlottes
flatness, her merely generic femininity, allows her to stand in for
the novels readership, makes her (the) representative of this diffuse body of white middle-class female readers. The graveside
moumers refuse to sever their affective ties to the fallen Charłotte,
as indeed the moralist argues that they must, not because they
have invested her with the aura of social privilege, but because she
invests them with a collective identity.
judith Butlers reading of gender as masquerade offers a particularły compelling model for understanding the mourners' relation
to Charłotte. Masquerade functions in her account, not to conceal
a primary or essential identity, but to preserve by way of incorporation a connection that must be refused:
The mask has a double function which is the double function of melancholy. The mask is taken on through the process of incorporation which
is a way of inscribing and then wearing a melancholie identification in
and on the body; in effect, it is the signification of the body in the mold
of the Other who has been refused. Dominated through appropriation,
every refusal fails, and the refuser becomes part of the very identity of
the refused, indeed, becomes the psychic refuse of the refused. The 1055
of the object is never absolute because it is redistributed within a psychic/corporeal boundary that expands to incorporate that 1055.10

As the mark of the 1055 that it serves to occlude, the mask constitutes the gendered subject in the image of the lost object/other. In
this frame, we might recast the moumers' refusal to repudiate their
bond to Charłotte as their "domination through appropriation" of
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their political lossćes).» Through their melancholie identification
with Charłotte, the moumers reconfigure themselves psychically
and corporeally in the image of what the law refuses white middleclass women, in the image of the juridical and political identity that
they lack. The moumers thus render themselves representable, but
only to other readers of the sentimental seduction tale. If rhe ruse
of identity is its apparent inherence in the individual subject, the
moumers' feminine identity here becomes contingent on their
mutual recognition of its text. For the novels melancholy reader,
gendered identity is experienced as a social relation.

AlI the Appendages

of Character?

In the opening portions of the novel, Rowson rehearses the
circumstances of Charlottes mothers marriage to the young
Mr. Temple This narrative of Lucys passage from her fathers to
her husbands house elaborates a model of normative femininity
against which Charlottes faU from virtue is to be read. Yet Lucy
represents more than the ideal of early republican womanhood, of
a domesticated, or privatized femininity; her narrative suggests
further the way in which white middle-class republican wornanhood is wholly assimilated to the space of the private, assumes the
burden of interiority as such for the bourgeois subject and by extension in and for the dominant culture as a whole. In other
words, Lucy not only has feelings, but she embodies bourgeois
feeling in genera!. She is normative in the very fact of her excessive
capacity for sentiment, for the display of inner life that sustains the
fiction of exteriority-of autonomous masculinity, national identity, the public sphere. We first encounter Lucy, having lost her
mother and brother in a series of calamitous misfortunes, voicing
the desire to expire with her father. "Oh my father," she exclaims
when he seeks to discuss her future, "daily are my prayers offered
to heaven that our lives may terminate at the same instant, and
one grave receive us both; for why should I live when deprived of
12
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my only friend?"13 If Lucy remains otherwise mute in the novel's
early chapters, her pathetic attachment to a shattered domestie
scene-her
single, hyperbolic assertion that she can have no
existence on the outside, outside the private sphere of affective
relations-does
not go unnotieed: enchanted with this outpouring of derelict feminine sentiment, Ternple moves immediately to
house it, to appropriate it in a new familial configuration, or a
"Temple" to democratic sociality.
Even before the pantomimie exchange of glances that constitutes her courtship, it is inevitable that Lucy will consent to this
union. Moved to tears by Lucys plight, Temple rescues her destitute father from the debtor's prison where he has been confined.
While Ternple is certainly not guilty of mere self-interest in this
affair-in
discharging the fathers heavy burden of debt, he depletes his fortune and restricts his own social prospects-sentiment plainly flows along the channels of economic dependencies.
Thus Temple can antieipate with apparent propriety and selfassurance the "exquisite transport [it will be] to see the expressive
eyes of Lucy beaming at once with pleasure for her father's deliverance, and gratitude for her deliverer" (CT 21). By predicating
Lucys sentiments
toward him on their economic affiliation,
Temple imposes the logie of coverture, the principle of republican
law-imported,
via the British legal tradition,
from feudal
France-that
submerges the wifes legal and economic identity in
her husband's, alegal principle that doubles as the (historical) justification for womeris political invisibility and its (naturalized)
effect. Ifcoverture
follows marriage, Ternple reasons, marriage
should follow coverture. In short order, Ternple thus acquires in
his own name Lucys affecting feminine presence, who now assumes her properly reproductive social function. It is in her capacity as what Linda Kerber has termed "the Republican Mother"
that the privatized/covered
woman emerges as a force (if not exactly an agent) for socialization." Refused political participation,
denied her title to property or the right to function in any eontractual relation independently of her husband, the white middle-
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class woman functions to reproduce the order that effaces her. As
an absent (unrepresentable)
presence, she signifies precisely the
possibilities or prospects los: to the child in its accession to subjectivity; the mother occupies the position of the not -Iyet- )subject.
Newly and vividly celebrated in early national culture, this
mother-child relation thus concerns less the childs relation to a
specific (maternal) subject than the childs relation to its own
rational subjectivity. Specifically, Charlotte TempIe suggests, it is in
the register of a maternal love which knows no bounds that the
child is subordinated to rational identity as the limit of cultural
intelligibility-a
limit the child thus internalizes at the point of
a1fectively exceeding it.
Oh my friends, as you value your eternal happiness, wound not, by
thoughtless ingratitude, the peace of the mother who bore you: remember the tenderness, the care, the unremitting aruciety with which she has
attended to all your wants and wishes from earliest infancy to the present day; behold the mild ray of affectionate applause that beams from
her eye on the performance of your duty; listen to her reproofs with
sile nt attention; they proceed from a heart anxious for your future felicity: you must love her; nature, all-powerful nature, has planted the
seeds of filial affection in your bosoms.
Then once more read over the sorrows of poor Mrs. Tempie, and remember, the mother whom you sa dearly love and venerate will feel the
same, when you, forgetful of the respect due your maker and yourself,
forsake the paths of virtue for those of vice and folly: (CT 54)

Here we find the maternal injunction to observe rational social
form emitted-rather
than articulated-in
a beam of "affectionate"
affirmation. Likewise, the mothers moral "reproofs" (the discourse
of the proper) flow (in an affecting bre ach of good form) from the
heart. Maternallove becomes the medium of the childs interpellation in the social, because it is also the medium in whieh the
partiality of the rational subject is disavowed. For the daughter to
fall from virtue, to fai! in the performance of her duty, is in
Rowsons description not simply, or not so much, to disappoint
her mother, understood as a person, complexly situated within the
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social. Rather, as the novel suggests, to disappoint maternallove is
to falljrom the social-to fall into a state of abjection. 15 Charlottes
fall from middle-class respectability terminates not in a lower-class
identity, in a diminished social privilege, but in the dissolution of
her identity altogether.
Yielding to the seducer Montraville, Charłotte "falls a victim to
her too great sensibility"; falls victim, in other words, to her own
femininity, to an unlimited capacity for sentiment. If femininity in
this historical context signifies a radical form of being-for-another,
signifies service as the embodied site of the others self-elaboration,
then the daughter seems generically predisposed to waywardness.
Seduction is criminal not because it involves the dissipation of
feminine personahty (to be a woman is to inhabit the dimension
of diffusive sympathies), but because it circumvents the institutions (of Iamily; marriage) that regulate (cover; interiorize) the
flow of feminine affect. Outside such institutional matrices, Charlotte simply vanishes-in succumbing to Montravilles pleas, resigns even the power to succumb:
"I carmot go," said she: "cease, dear Montraville, to persuade. I must not:
religion, duty, forbid."
"Cruel Charlotte," said he, "if you disappoint my ardent hopes, by all
that is sacred, this hand shall put a period to my existence. I cannotwill not live without you."
"Alas! my tom heart!" said Charlotte, "how shall I act?"
"Let me direct you," said Montraville, lifting her into the chaise.
"Oh! my dear forsaken parentsl" cried Charlotte.
The chaise drove off. She shrieked, and fainted into the arms of her
betrayer. (CT 47-48)

If this depiction of Charlottes flight as something between an abduction and an elopement recalls the germinal Ciarissa, unlike
Richardsan, Rowson brackets the question of Charlottes agency
altogether." Charłotte is carried off neither against, nor in accordance with her will; ance she softens to Montravilles pathetic
appeal, she has no will to assert, no power to concur ar to dissent.

Uncovered and seduced from her fathers protection into the ernbrace of a man who has neither the means nor the intention to domesticate her, Charłotte can no longer be spoken of in relation to
the forms of rationalized sociality. What remains on the scene is
not sa much a character, and even less a caricature, but a figure of
pure affect, uncovered, freed and abject.
As she sobs, faints and convulses her way through the cruel
twists of a wayward daughters fate, Charlotte exasperates both the
literary critic with a taste for subtle characterization and psychelogical verisimilitude, and, Rowson insinuates, the consumer of
sentimental fiction herself: "'Bless my heart,' cries my young,
volatiIe reader, 'I shall never have patience to get through these
volumes, there are sa many ahs! and ohs! sa much fainting, tears,
and distress, I am sick to death of the subject'" (CT 98). Yet
Rowson goes on to sohcit her readers patience under the banner,
precisely, of truth in the novel: «.. my hvely, innocent girl, I must
request your patience: I am writing a tale of truth: I mean to write
it to the heart: but if perchance the heart is rendered impenetrable
by unbounded prosperity, ar a continuance in vice, I expect not
my tale to please, nay I even expect it will be thrown by with disgust" (CT 99). To the reader who protests the apparent banahty of
Charlottes engagement with the worłd, that makes each scene in
which she figures a repetition of the last, Rowson responds that
the "truth of the tale" is vested exactly in the inthminable series of
affective moments of which Charlottes history is comprised. In
order to appreciate the tale, Rowson urges, the young female
reader must think beyond virtuous indignation ar vicious derision: she must think as a woman (think beyond maral form) and
melt in sympathy for Charłotte. It is the mark of the moralist and
the harłot alike (of the "sober matron" with whom Rowson engages in her asides to the reader, as well as of the wilfully licentious La Rue, who masterminds Charlottes elopement with
Montraville) to recoiI in revulsion from Charlottes uncovered ferninine presence. If covered feminine affect underwrites rational subject formation, uncovered feminine affect reverts to the white
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middle-class woman, as the register of her own relation to the
social and to democratic representational forms. By affectivelyparticipating in Charlottes dissolution, the reader comes to feel for
herself-in both possible meanings of the phrase.
In other words, the melting sympathy for Charlotte of those
readers whom Rowson distinguishes from the censuring matron
and the hardened offender as "my dear girls," releases them from a
state of rationalized non-identity into a derationalized sociality.
Furthermore, in this context Charlottes pregnancy, though anything but unexpected, marks a critical tum in the narrative. The
affective bond which binds the reader to this (expectant) mother
works, precisely, to attenuate the reader's connection to the normative forms of democratic sociality.As Charlotte moves from girlhood into motherhood, she assumes the Iull disruptive power of
the negative exemplum; if matemai affect in the covered woman is
the medium of rational subject formation, in the outcast the moral
imperative is stripped away from the face of matemai sentiment.
In the eyes of the stalwart republican, the helpless Charlotte,
destitute and nearing her confinement, is therefore a spectaele to
freeze the blood and tum the heart to stone. "Alaspoor Charlotte,"
Rowson comments on her heroine's vain appeal to a crude landladys sympathy, "how confined was her knowledge of human
nature ... for when once the petrifying aspect of distress and
penury appear, whose qualities, like Medusas head, can change to
stone all that look up on it; when once this Gorgon claims acquaintance with us, the phantom of friendship, that before courted
our notice, will vanish into unsubstantial air, and the whole
world before us appears a barren waste"
102). In her "distress
and penury," as the outcast mother-to-be, the abject Charlotte
acquires Medusas deadly aspect, assumes the emblematic form of
the monstrous reproductive body. If the working-class landlady is
proof against the spectacle, discerning in Charlotte only the laughable posturings of a leisured woman, Mademoiselle La Rue, on the
other hand, bound to Charlotte by class as well as gender affinity,
fully perceives the monstrous possibilities of uncovered repro-
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duction: "Take her away," she cries, when the homeless Charlotte
turns up in search of a place to bear her child, "she will really
frighten me into hysterics; take her away I say this instant ... , Any
where, only don't let me ever see her again" (eT 109) ..
Reading Herself into a Heroine

La Rues double betrayal, her inability to endure the spectaele
she has herself engendered, ultimately forecloses on one possible
narrative outcome, in which Charlottes fall would be terminated-she would assume a position as a fallen woman-and the
flow of readerly tears would abate. But the flaunter of morais defines herself by the same standards as the moralist, Charlotte discovers, and comments, judiciously for once, "this is too much"
108). Ironically, La Rue justifies her dismissal of Charlottes
pathetic request for shelter by invoking the proprieties of wedded
life. Legitimately connected now to the gullible Mr. Crayton, who
learns too late of his wifes markedly unsympathetic bent, La Rue
insists that she could neither afford to impugn her own reputation
by seeming to condone the dissipated life of a woman such as
Charlotte, nor would she risk incurring for her husband the expense of Charlottes care. This travesty of feminine morals, La Rues
feigned appreciation of the wifes imputed moral role, inaugurates
the narration of Charlottes labor, delirium, and death. While republican assumptions about feminine identity come under open
censure in this scene, in which the language of domestic sensibility speaks its own condemnation in the mouth of the hypocrite,
Charlotte begins to apprehend as her own this feminine capacity
for sympathy, which overflows the constitutive divisions of a
rationalized social space (mside/outside, private/public). In the
interstice between her social and her bodily decomposition,
Charlotte comes to identify with the abject mother she hallucinates in her feverish state.
Realizing that she is pregnant and that Montraville's feelings for
her have died, Charlotte begs her parents to abet her return, and
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recounts in a letter a recurrent dream in which her father first, and
then her mother, reproach her for her mothers murder:
At other times I see my father angry and frowning, point to horrid eaves,
where on the eold damp ground, in the agonies of death, I see my dear
mother and my revered grand-father. I strive to raise you; you push me
from you, and shrieking ery-"Charlotte,
thou hast murdered me!"
Horror and despair tear every tortured nerve; I start, and leave my restless bed .... (CT 81)

In the initial realization of her own impending motherhood,
Charlotte relives her separation from her mother as a murder, as a
violent rupture enacted on the primal ground of "horrid caves."
Thus she seems at once to invest this separation from her mother
with the painful intensity of parturition, which spares the guilty
child in this case and kills the mother, and to imagine that in her
own matemai body is taking form only the empty horror of a
broken connection. The peculiarity of the scene, however, which
at once underscores and complicates the symbolism of this
encounter, is the presence of the grandfather, sharing her mothers
pain rather than her fathers ire. Yet this distribution is central, l
would suggest, to Charlotte's symbolization of her motherhood as
a rift, as the deadly severance of affective ties: the grandfather's
presence in the cave serves to locate Charlotte's experience of
1055 within the terms of coverture, and more particularly within the
construction of motherhood as moral tuition that coverture promotes. If the grandfather comes to occupy the same position as his
daughter in the dream, the logic of their pairing is economic; when
Temple acquires Lucy as a source of familial affect, he acquires her
father in the bargain. Unable to protect either his daughter or his
own interest, the grandfather, too, assumes the identity of Templeś
dependent, and consequently that of a feminized medium of sentiment in Ternples domestic order. Insofar as sentimental attachment
is governed by the logic of economic dependencies, then, Charlottes alienation from her mother appears to be of the same order
as her alienation from this emasculated patriarcho

Charlotte's vision of her wounded mother recurs with a difference after the birth of her daughter, whom Charlotte initially refuses to acknowledge as her own:
"Oh," said she one day, starting up on hearing the infant ery, "why, why
will you keep that ehild here; lam sure you would not if you knew how
hard it was for a mother to be parted from her infant: it is like tearing
the eords of life asunder. Oh eould you see the horrid sight which I now
behold-there-there
stands my dear mother, her poor bosom bleeding
at every vein, her gentle, affeetionate heart tom in a thousand pieces,
and all for the lossof a ruined, ungrateful ehild. Save me-save mefrom her frown. I dare not-indeed
I dare not speak to her." (CT l l I)

The grandfather no longer figures in this version of Charlotte's
dream, and the bleeding mother herself appears to have assumed
the Iathers censuring gaze. But the mother no longer voices her
reproach; it is Charlotte in her terror who attributes anger to this
"gentle, affectionate" figure, a figure which appears to have transcended, through the anguish of its rent and bleeding heart,
through its own slow dissolution, the imperative to moral judgment altogether-it is Charlotte, in short, who sees a "Gorgon"
where there is none and recoils in panie from its frown. In fact,
the mothers appearance here has assumed all the characteristic
marks of Charlottes own, 50 that in facing this image of abject
womanhood Charlotte faces herself, and the terms of her own
motherhood as well.
Charlotte's vision here anticipates the tender recognition of her
child in the scene that foUows. By displacing herself in this vision
between the infants position-in her delirium, she sees her crying
child as parted from its mother, like herself-and the mothers,
Charlotte realizes a continuity between Lucy Ternple, her daughter, and herself. She uncovers a sentimental affiliation that obtains
despite her displacement from the privatized domain of feminine
feeling and that finds its inscription in her childs name: little Lucy
restores the broken connection between Charlotte and her mother
and reveals a matemai succession that operates independently of
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legitimated genealogies. 5ignificantly,when some years after Charlottes death, an aging La Rue, left destitute by the wages of sin,
comes for relief to Charlottes parents' door, the child that bears
Lucys name shows Charlottes face. "Heaven have mercy!" La Rue
moans, gazing at little Lucy, "I see her [Charlotte] now" (CT 119).
In articulating Charlottes unbroken connection to her mother,
a connection that establishes a ground, in tum, for Charlottes accession to motherhood, Rowson engages the possibility of signifiable relations between women: by uncovering the maternal
sympathies that bind Lucy to her fallen daughter and the daughters illegitimate child, Rowson models a derationalized affective
relation. Inasmuch as the young female reader, Rowsons "dear
young girl," maintains her melancholie attachment to Charlotte,
she enters into this counter-familial affiliation; like little Lucy, she
styles herself in Charlottes image. The identification of Charlotte's
readers with her daughter is in fact suggested in the novel: "if my
child should be a girl," Charlotte instructs her parents, "... tell her
the unhappy fate of her mother" (CT 81). Lucy herself, then, like
the consumer of this fiction, is imagined as a produet of her
mothers tale. Little Lucys resemblance to her mother, melodramatically acknowledged by La Rue, thus anticipates and thematizes the readers' incorporation of the novels fallen heroine.

The Pensioner of Friendship

It is arguably in response to Rowsons projection of a middleclass womens community that Hannah Foster attempts in her
novel The Caquette-which
followed the first American edition of
CharIatte TempIe by just three years-to represent such a collective,
to signify relations between women in the ambiguously (de)privatized zone of "Iriendship." Unlike Rowson, whose historical
model for Charlotte-if indeed she had one-never interested her
readers, Foster took as her pattern for Eliza Wharton a notorious
figure named Elizabeth Whitman, whose death in childbirth in a

Connecticut tavern, with neither family nor friends in attendance,
had been a well-publicized scandal." 50 Eliza Wharton's tale
opens, symbolically at least, on the scene of Elizabeth Whitmans
grave-opens, one might say,where Charlatte TempIe leaves off, on
the affecting image of its heromes tombstone. The readers' perception of Eliza is thus, in one sense, always retrospective-always
already a function Elizabeth Whitmans loss. l8 Yet it is precisely the
re-presentation of this loss that the narrative seeks to defer, by
placing the community of (potential) moumers within the text, in
the form of myriad sympathizing friends, who labor to deflect
Elizas textual reenactment of Elizabeth's fate. In this frame, Foster
may be seen to operate on the model of Derridas founders, who
author(ize) themselves by disavowing the contingency of their textual self-production, by strategically forgetting their pre-texts.
5ignificantly, then, the better portion of The Coquette is concerned,
not with the narration of Eliza'a fall-of her illicit trysts with Sanford, her concealed pregnancy, midnight elopement, and deathbut with her deterrnined attempt to maintain her status as Jeme
sale, neither married nor under parental protection, among the
community of her middle-class, white, female friends.
Throughout most of the novel, Eliza operates in a state of suspension, poised between Charlotte's and Elizabeths realized fate
and her own imminent fall, and claiming, in this state, the right to
what she calls her "Ireedom," and her devoted though skeptical
Iriends refer to as "a play about words. "l9 Eliza attempts, in short,
the divorce of sympathy from the constraints of the privatized domestic sphere, envisions her power to feel, not as the medium of
social interpellation, but as the medium of social relations between
women. Paradoxically, however, in her attempt at independence,
Eliza must rely on the hospitality of her married women friends;
she must become, as she puts it, "a pensioner of friendship" in
their domestic realms (CQ 36). As an uncovered feminine presence occupying a kind of social non-space-living under the protection, the coverture, as it were, of women who, being themselves
covered, have no protection to extend-Eliza forrns a middle-class
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womens community with neither social nor economic legitimacy,
engenders an identity that cuts across the division of private and
pub lic space, turning the feminine inside out.
Dependent on the alienation, ar at least the partial alienation of
Elizas covered "protectors" from the terms of their coverture, this
illegitimate body is quickly dismembered. While she lives, and
principally, while she still asserts her right to unrestricted sentimental communion, Eliza finds her sphere of influence progressively diminished as "the pleasing scenes of domestic life" (CQ 97),
and, in particular, the duties of motherhood, claim the attention
of her most sympathetic hosts. Fosters attempt to Iocate Eliza in
the temporality of the founders political self-invention, in the arrested time of a declaration that reinvents the conditions of its own
possibility, yields to the recognition of existing social relations,
which render relations between women unrepresentable. Elizas
power to incorporate her women friends remains contingent on
her replication of Elizabeth's fate. In the closing moments of the
novel, at the limits of the narrative as it were, her fall reintegrates
this dismembered body as a body of mourners, which forms again
around the locus of an absence, (re)assembles around a grave.
For all its grounding in "authentic history," its apparent eoncession to the terms of republican moral instruction, The Coquette is
a tale about the "truth" of the early American seduction tale.
Fosters attempt to represent a community of (at least partially) uncovered women, centered symbolically on this affectingjeme sole,
works to demonstrate the unrepresentability of republican
womens social and political affinities. Reading The Coquette, we are
reminded that Rowson constitutes such a community in mourning, as the mark of a prohibition on Charlotte Temple's melancholy
readers. The political identity of republican women-of those
women belonging to an ascendent bourgeoisie-enters national
life in the form of an incorporated lass, enshrined and negated,
like the fictional Charlotte Ternples remains.

Poe versus Stowe

It is only the utopian in some archetypes that
enables their fruitful citation when looking
forward, not backward. That has already
occurred in the apparent interlocking of the
phantasmagorias and in the dissolution of that
appearance. Al! those rationalisms concerning
mothers, as those who are still giving birth, show
a light shining in from utopia, even during
romanticism with the yeaming graves and
underworld lantern. The particular brooding
in archetypes, and especial!y that, shows their
incompleteness.
- Ernst Bloch

Blochs remark about mothers, appended apparently by way
of example to a discussion of the utopian components in certain
archetypes, puts several terms into play: on the one hand, something he calls "rationalisms" of motherhood, associated here with a
"utopian light"; on the other hand, the "phantasmagorias," ar archetypal images, of the gothic romance.' Blach fails to elucidate this
odd configuration of terms. But in the very linking of "rationalisms''
to gothicism (incidental as the locution "even during" makes their
historical relation appear), a useful (re)construction ofhis elliptical
alIusion to motherhood emerges. The development of the gothic
as a cultural genre in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth
centuries intersects with a specifically modern rationalization of

